lasted two days when two hundred and fifty Poles were |^
pitted against fifteen hundred Russians who had artillery, f
But for the most part these encounters were not real
battles with regular tactics. They were raids and ambus-
cades, attacks on arsenals and patrols, the result of
chance. Smaller groups now, usually under a thousand,
easily dispersed. Never enough arms, never enough am-
munition. Yet stamped out at one point, the fires of in-
surrection would blaze up in another.
Other countries were in general friendly to Polish
aspirations, but would not run the risk of a European
war over the Polish question. Napoleon III had pro-
claimed himself the champion of all oppressed groups;
he promised lavishly, but his scheme to form an alliance
among the western Powers to aid Poland came to noth-
ing. England, always against Russia, was not sufficiently
interested in that remote inland country to take any
decisive action, so soon after the Crimean War.
After weeks of negotiating the two nations joined
with Austria in a protest to Russia. It met with a con-
temptuous, evasive answer. Protests and threats—and
the Poles were left to their fate. Bismarck was working
with the czar, eager to seize the opportunity to stamp out
once and for all hopes of Polish independence.
Uncertain of their own strength, the volunteers be-
gan to lose confidence and to doubt their victory. The
insurrection changed to guerilla warfare. Yet it did not
die out after a few months. It was a struggle of badly
equipped, badly organized insurgent bands against the
empire of the czars, a handful of young Poles and their
madness against the Russian colossus.
For a full year and a half they persisted, hoping
always that whole communities of peasants would join
them, hoping too to impress western Europe and secure
armed intervention. They wanted to make the insurrec-
tion last as long as they possibly could, with the mini-
mum of lives sacrificed; so they seldom attacked unless
the enemy were retreating.

